Banner Builder

Banner Builders construct image-based slideshows fostering an attractive and impactful welcoming for visitors. Combined with headings, rotation and links, use Banner Builders to highlight and guide users to major sections of your site and new additions.

Features

• Image rotation speed and toggle
• Headings and subheadings
• Hyperlinks

Create an array of sliding images for your homepage

Pro Tips

• Highlight site updates and additions
• Uploaded high res. images for your banner (1280px - 1920px wide)
• Crop image before upload, or in the Asset Manager – the Banner Builder does not have a crop tool
• Banner Builder is only available on homepage templates, Simple Banner can be used on all templates
Banner Builder Legend

A. Add Slide Image
   - Drop an asset here.
   - Open the DAM

B. Add Slide Text
   - Add a short description to meet accessibility requirements.
   - Rotating banners are only available on homepages.
   - They can be used to link to other pages.

C. Link Text
   - This is the link text
   - Link URL: http://enterTheURL

D. Slide Layout Options
   - Default
   - Film Strip
   - Full Page

- Automatically Rotate Slides
  - This is discouraged due to accessibility standards. Slides in the banner will automatically rotate after a delay.

ADD ANOTHER SLIDE